Oliver Elementary School Plan
Academic Focus

Scanning
Based on what we know is good for kids, and by what is
recommended through the Ministry of Education Special
Education manual, OES moved to a push in model for
Learner Support this year. However, due to many years
of a pull out model, our teachers have expressed that
they are unsure how to fully make use of a push in
model.

Developing a Hunch

Focusing
Looking at the work of the OECD around the Seven Principles of Learning, we realize
that principle 4 and 5 really focus on extending the ability of all learners. These
principles are recognizing individual differences and stretching all students. This fits
very well with the RTI model. Our realization is that our staff need to develop the
planning and execution of the RTI model in order to best stretch our students while
recognizing individual differences.
When looking at approaching this, our scanning of FSA scores and year end data, along
with discussions with SOSS, have shown that we can do better in the area of Math.
Our focus of will be on improving math scores through improved instructional
techniques and planning.

What will happen if we develop RTI unit plans in Math to better
support individualized instruction and stretching all students?
Out hunch is if we develop Response to Intervention techniques with
our teaching staff, we will better be able to stretch students, recognize
individual differences, and best take advantage of a push in learner
support model. In doing this, classroom teachers will be better aware
of the resources available to them as well as how they can reach
students of all abilities within their classroom.

Checking

Learning

Focus on wonder students – students that previously would have seen
pull out learner support, how do they do with and push in model when
combined with an RTI framework. Comparison of our overall math
results between years will also help.

By supporting a staff member in their development in the
understanding of the RTI model, and then letting this staff member
work with other staff to develop better differentiation techniques
within the classroom.

Taking Action
Learning and taking action are related: teachers also have time to reflect on
learning and how it is going in their classroom. With the taking action teachers
will be learning about the best way to engage with all learners, including our
exceptional learners. In addition to this, we are hoping to engage a local expert
to spend some time in teacher meetings or TIM to discuss the various ways to
engage all learners.

This document is based on the work of Judy Halbert and Linda Kaser

•

•

Lead teacher received additional training/time to
develop understanding of RTI and supporting
differentiated instruction within the classroom
Teacher to work with other teachers on a 3-4 week
rotation supporting planning around RTI and
implementation within the class – specifically in Math
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Oliver Elementary School Plan
Belonging and Connectedness

Focusing

Developing a Hunch

In part, we believe that the lack of connection to the school and to the staff is
related to high staff turnover in the last few years. With the MDI showing that
about 1 in 6 of students (grade 4 and 7) in our school have no important adults
and we need to drill down to the “why” there is a lack of connection. We
believe it is important to ask students “Can you name TWO adults in this school
who believe you will be a success in life?” in order to help in our initial data
gathering. Some of the areas we have already discussed are development of
house teams, opening up school doors at 8 AM to encourage welcoming and
connection to the school.

What will happen if we purposely design activities to promote positive
student-student and staff-student interaction?

Scanning
Based on MDI data for the last two years, we see that and area we feel
we can definitely improve on is encouraging student connection and
belonging within the school. Grade 4 and 7 students have routinely
answered that 15-20% of them do not have a single important adult at
school (and have answered as high as 30% to this question).

Checking

Learning

Establish a baseline and then check again with this question: “Can you
name TWO adults in this school who believe you will be a success in
life?”
We will also need to look at connection to the school itself. We do
believe that by connecting students to the staff of the school we will
increase belonging and connectedness; however, we will need to
measure this – perhaps wonder students or success stories.

Spend time researching and reading about fostering connection.
Readings include “Embracing a Culture of Joy” by Dean Shareski,
looking at resources mentioned in this article. Part of our learning will
be to begin to better identify who we are as an elementary school.

Taking Action
•
•
•
•

This document is based on the work of Judy Halbert and Linda Kaser

We believe that in promoting interactions we will foster better
relationships within the school. We know relationships matter to
student success.

Open up the doors at 8 AM in order to increase student/teacher
interaction in an unstructured environment
Development of house teams
Designing other activities that promote student teacher
interaction based on our learning
Continuation of “The Crew” to promote belonging in schools
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Oliver Elementary School Plan
Assessment

Scanning

Focusing

With changes in assessment and reporting this year, we recognize the
need to improve our overall assessment practices to better match with
the redesigned curriculum. Most teacher assessment strategies are still
focused on demonstrating knowledge and the introduction of curricular
competencies doesn’t meet with the traditional point collection system.

Assessment literacy is of growing importance within BC – especially focusing on
what you can do with what you know. We also know assessment should be an
ongoing two-way conversation between teacher and student. Through the
work of Hattie and others we also see that student self-evaluation and selfassessment creates a great impact on stretching students and helping to
achieve their best (articles to support available). Similarly, like the academic
group, the scanning process identified that math was an area where we
definitely need to see improvement.

Developing a Hunch
What will happen if we develop self-evaluation strategies in all our
students in Math?

Checking

Learning

We will check in various ways: student success stories (wonder student),
classroom overall data and use of self-assessment language. We will
also consider teacher observation about how self-assessment has
impacted student learning.

Our learning will take place in several ways:

•

Taking Action
Based on what research says about self-assessment techniques in elementary
aged children, we will focus on developing these self-assessment strategies in
Math. Students will have ongoing opportunities to not only use these
strategies, but also plan on how to improve their learning based on their selfassessment.

This document is based on the work of Judy Halbert and Linda Kaser

•
•
•

Some group members are participating in the Myron
Dueck Assessment Series
Readings on self-assessment
Research to find which self-assessment strategies have
proven useful in elementary environments
Information from ALN from staff participants
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